
Event Description 

Booted Initial installation/power up;  
Auto reset every several days;  
Rebooting after internal backup battery power was exhausted 

Power Disconnected Full power disconnect; Voltage reported below 5 volts; See Power Status 
Alarms for more details. 

Power Connected Power reconnected; Voltage reported above 5 volts; See Power Status Alarms 
for more details. 

GPS Fix Calculated Device has calculated its current GPS location, usually seen after Booted 
messages. 

Heartbeat Auto reporting controlled by the system can vary from every 25 hours to 
every few days depending on device usage. 

Arrival Stop point reported when the device is powered by internal backup battery 
source or when device senses towing movement has stopped. 

Ignition On/Off If white wire not installed (locate only) start and stop points based on 
movement detection. 
If white wire installed (starter interrupt) real key ignition on/off messaging. 

Towing If white wire installed (starter interrupt) movement detected without key on 
ignition input 
If white wire not installed feature is not supported. Device may report towing 
if it is powered by internal backup battery source. 

Inside/Outside No-Entry Geofence Reporting inside or outside a specified no-entry software based geofence 

Inside/Outside No-Exit Geofence Reporting inside or outside a specified no-exit software based geofence 

Inside/Outside Unrestricted Geofence Reporting inside or outside a specified unrestricted software based geofence 

Inside/Outside Impound Lot Reporting inside or outside a specified impound lot software based geofence 

Starter Enabled If starter relay installed, vehicle starter is enabled 

Starter Disabled If starter relay installed, vehicle starter is disabled 

Starter Auto-Disabler On Starter auto-disable is queued and will be performed on next stop or next 
visit to specified address and confirmed by Starter Disabled command in 
device event history 

Starter Auto-Enabler On Starter auto-enable is performed immediately and confirmed by Starter 
Enabled command in device event history 

Buzzer Triggered Audio-minder is enabled and buzzer triggered message shows in device 
history every time the system recognizes an ignition on message 

Audio-minder Enabled Audio-minder is enabled and audible buzzer inside the device is turned on. 
(see also Buzzer Triggered) 

Audio-minder Disabled Audio-minder is disabled and audible buzzer inside the device is turned off. 

Power Monitor Enabled Consistent device main power has been restored and system will again trigger 
power status alerts if applicable. See Power Status Alarms for more details. 

Power Monitor Disabled Consistent device main power has been lost and system will discontinue 
further power status events (usually in the case of intermittent or weak 
power alarm status). See Power Status Alarms for more details. 

Locate Manual command provides real time location of the device 

Repo Mode Enabled Repo mode is on, controls visibility of device to other users as well as use of 
repo ticket feature and surveillance (movement) alerts. 

Repo Mode Disabled Repo mode is off, controls visibility of device to other users and closes any 
open repo tickets. 

*(Location) Historical GPS – may show when a vehicle has not moved since the last time it 
reported or when inside a metal building or somewhere where it is unable to 
obtain a current GPS fix. 

 


